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A near-space passive SAR consists of a passive radar receiver placed on a near-space vehicle and another existing radar on a satellite
serving as an illuminator. In this paper, we present a wide-beam scanning mode for near-space passive SARs for the purpose
of increasing the azimuth scene extension. The receiving distance of a near-space SAR is much shorter than that of a satellite-
based SAR, and the synthetic aperture time for a near-space passive SAR is not longer than the time interval during which a
target transverses the azimuth beam of a transmitter. We design our novel mode by spreading the azimuth beam of a receiver to
match the azimuth footprint of the transmitter. We also synchronize the azimuth beam of the receiver with that of the satellite
within seconds during the beam scanning to further increase the scene extension. Furthermore, we formulate the azimuth scene
extension and the footprint overlapping time for near-space passive SARs in terms of the possible locations of the involved satellites
and receivers. Experimental simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed mode, especially revealing that the wide-
beam scanning mode improves the azimuth scene extension and footprint overlapping time over the wide-beam mode, without
decreasing azimuth resolution.

1. Introduction

In the study of astronautics and aeronautics, the space
between the traditional realms of satellites and typical
airplanes is commonly referred to as the near-space, which is
quantitatively defined as the atmospheric region from about
20 kilometers to 100 kilometers above the Earth’s surface
[1]. Since the near-space is above the troposphere, there
are no atmospheric obstacles (e.g., clouds, thunderstorms,
and precipitation) against remote detections or long-term
communications. Therefore, the near-space exhibits great
potentials for extensive applications to space attack and
defense systems.

Near-space passive SARs [2] are a new type of synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). The receiver of a near-space passive
SAR is placed on a near-space vehicle. On the other hand,
it employs another existing radar on a satellite as the
illuminator. Near-space passive SARs are considered as a
typical unit with asymmetric structure in the future sensor
web [3] because the altitude and velocity of a near-space
vehicle is very different from those of a satellite.

Spaceborne/airborne hybrid bistatic SAR [4–7], whose
transmitter is spaceborne and receiver is placed on an
aircraft, has a resemblance to a near-space passive SAR.
However, the latter has two advantages over the former,
that is, (1) wider imaging swaths introduced by the greater
flying altitude of a receiver platform and (2) greater flexibility
induced by the variability of the velocity of a receiver
platform, ranging from approximately 5 to 3000 meters per
second.

On the other hand, one common feature for near-space
passive SARs and spaceborne/airborne hybrid bistatic SARs
is that there is a great difference between the velocity of
the transmitter platform and that of the receiver platform
with regard to a point target. As a result, neither of the
two classes of SARs can work on the classic strip-map mode
[8]. In the research literature of spaceborne/airborne hybrid
bistatic SARs, a double sliding spotlight mode has been
proposed to increase the azimuth scene extension, depending
on the beam steering on both sides [9]. However, this mode
is not applicable to systems using sources of opportunity.
To address this shortcoming, a wide-beam mode has been
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studied [10] for noncooperative systems, in accordance with
the fact that the receiving distance of a hybrid bistatic SAR
is far shorter than that of a monostatic spaceborne SAR. In
this paper, we present a wide-beam scanning mode, which
enables a hybrid bistatic SAR to further increase the azimuth
scene extension. The proposed mode can be used for bistatic
SARs with asymmetric structure. In our work, simulations
and evaluations will be made for testing the mode for near-
space passive SARs.

2. Wide-Beam Scanning Mode

2.1. Overview. The receiving distance of a near-space SAR
is much shorter than that of a satellite-based SAR. Further-
more, its synthetic aperture time is shorter or equal to the
time interval during which a target traverses the azimuth
beam of the transmitter. Based on these two properties
of near-space passive SARs, we design a novel mode by
spreading the azimuth beam of a near-space SAR to increase
the azimuth scene extension. Furthermore, we synchronize
the azimuth beam of the receiver with that of the satellite
within seconds during the beam scanning to further increase
the scene extension. Note that here we assume the receivers
are equipped with phased array antennas to perform the
beam scanning. We refer to the proposed mode as the
wide-beam scanning mode. This mode allows the footprint
velocity of a receiver in azimuth to be increased to that
of a satellite footprint, provided that the azimuth footprint
of the receiver is spread to the same width as that of the
azimuth footprint of the transmitter. Under this condition,
the synthetic aperture time achieves its maximum value.

Figure 1 illustrates the spatial layout of the proposed
wide-beam scanning mode. At the time t = tstart, the
receiver’s beam starts scanning. The angle Λmax is the
maximum steering angle of the beam of the receiver. When
t = 0, the satellite and the near-space vehicle pass by the scene
center simultaneously and the receiver is side looking. At the
time t = tend, the scanning of the beam of the receiver comes
to an end. The length Lscene is the achieved azimuth scene
extension.

2.2. SNR for a Near-Space Passive SAR. The radar equation
for a bistatic SAR [11] is

Pr = Ptλ2GtGrσ
0
bAres,b

(4π)3R2
t R2

r

. (1)

Here Pt and Pr are the transmitted and received powers,
respectively. Gt and Gr are the transmitting and receiving
gains, respectively. Rt and Rr are the distances from the
transmitter and the receiver to the target, respectively. λ is the
signal wavelength, σ0

b is the bistatic normalized radar cross
section, and Ares,b is the area of the resolution cell.

For simplicity, we assume that the satellite and the near-
space vehicle move in parallel flight paths and towards the
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Figure 1: Spatial layout for the wide-beam scanning mode.

same direction. In this scenario, the ground-range and the
azimuth resolution can be computed as [11, 12]

ρgr,b = C

2B cos
(
β/2
)

sinηb
,

ρaz,b = λ

Vt/Rt + Vr/Rr
· 1
ξint,b

.

(2)

Here ρgr,b and ρaz,b are the ground-range and the azimuth
resolution, respectively. Vt and Vr are the flying speeds of the
transmitter and the receiver platform respectively, C is the
speed of light, B is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal,
β is the bistatic angle, ηb is the incidence angle of the bistatic
bisector direction, and ξint,b is the synthetic aperture time.
The area of the resolution cell is the product of the ground-
range and the azimuth resolution.

Substituting (2) into (1) and taking the range and
azimuth compression gains into consideration, we have

SNRb = Ptλ3GtGrσ
0
b η

(4π)3R2
t R2

r kTrFrLb

·
(

1
Vt/Rt + Vr/Rr

· C

2B cos
(
β/2
)

sinηb

)

,

(3)

where SNRb is the signal-to-noise ratio after range and
azimuth compression, η is the duty cycle, k is the Boltzmann
constant, Tr is the receiver noise temperature, Fr is the
receiver noise figure, and Lb is the system loss factor.

To make the beam coverage in azimuth identical, we set
the azimuth antenna length of the near-space vehicle to

laz,r = Rr

Rt
· laz,t

cosΛr
. (4)

Here laz,t and laz,r are the azimuth antenna length of the
satellite and the near-space vehicle, respectively. Λr is the
azimuth scanning angle of the receiving antenna, which is
varying in the scanning process. The presence of Λr is caused
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by the beam spread effect during the beam scanning process.
The SNR under this condition is given by

SNRb = Ptρtρr l
2
az,t lel,t lel,rσ

0
b η

4πλR3
t RrkTrFrLb

·
(

1
Vt/Rt + Vr/Rr

· C

2B cos
(
β/2
)

sinηb

)

.

(5)

Here ρt and ρr are the aperture efficiencies of the transmitting
and receiving antennas, respectively. lel,t and lel,r are the
elevational antenna lengths of the satellite and the near-space
vehicle, respectively. Note that there is no parameter Λr in
(5) due to the SNR loss caused by the azimuth scanning of
the receiving antenna. For a monostatic spaceborne SAR, we
reformulate (5) as follows:

SNRt =
Ptρ

2
t l

2
az,t l

2
el,tσ

0η

4πλR4
t kTtFtLt

·
(

Rt

2Vt
· C

2B sinηt

)

, (6)

where SNRt is the SNR after compression for a monostatic
spaceborne SAR, σ0 is the monostatic normalized radar
cross section, and ηt is the incidence angle in a monostatic
spaceborne SAR. Additionally, Tt, Ft, Lt are the receiver
noise temperature, the receiver noise figure, and the system
loss factor in a monostatic spaceborne SAR, respectively.
Dividing (5) by (6), we have

SNRb

SNRt
= ρrσ

0
bTtFtLt sinηt

ρtσ0TrFrLb cos
(
β/2
)

sinηb
· lel,r

lel,t
· 2
Rr/Rt + Vr/Vt

= K · lel,r

lel,t
· 2
Rr/Rt + Vr/Vt

,

(7)

where K is a variable for brevity, whose value is around 1.
We then make an estimate of the SNR ratio. We assume

that an X-band transmitter is placed on a LEO satellite flying
at approximately 515 km altitude with Rt = 700 km and a
near space receiver is flying at an altitude of 20 km with Rr =
35 km, and Vr = 5 m/s, Vt = 7600 m/s, lel,t = 0.7 m, lel,r =
0.08 m, K ≈ 1, and the calculated SNR ratio is about 4.5.
This ratio that is greater than 1 results from the much shorter
receiving distance compared to the transmitting distance and
assures the feasibility of the proposed mode. In particular, the
receiving beam can be spread by weighting the amplitude and
phase of the phased array elements, and thus the ratio can be
significantly increased.

2.3. PRF for a Near-Space Passive SAR. For a monostatic
spaceborne SAR, the employed PRF satisfies [13]

(

Baz,t ≈ 2Vt

laz,t

)

< PRFt <
1

Tdur,t + τp
, (8)

where Baz,t , PRFt ,Tdur,t, τp are the Doppler bandwidth, the
employed PRF, the echo duration time, and the pulse width
of the transmitted signal in a monostatic spaceborne SAR,
respectively.

For a near-space passive SAR the Doppler bandwidth is
given by

Baz,b ≈ Vt

laz,t
+
V 2
r

V 2
t
· RrRt

R2
r + (1− (Vr/Vt))2y2

· Vt

laz,t
, (9)

where y is the coordinate in the azimuth direction and
centered at the scene center. The derivation is omitted for the
simplicity. According to (9), the Doppler bandwidth achieves
its maximum value at the scene center. In this case, the
Doppler bandwidth is given as

Baz,b,max ≈
(

1 +
V 2
r

V 2
t

Rt

Rr

)

· Vt

laz,t
. (10)

It is clear that if the ratio (V 2
r /V

2
t ) · (Rt/Rr) is not greater

than 1, the employed PRF for the spaceborne illuminator will
not cause the Doppler ambiguity to a near-space passive SAR.
In most cases, the above constraint can be satisfied except
when the receiver platform moves rapidly, for example, faster
than 1500 m/s when Rt is more than 25 times of Rr . In
this case, some procedures to remove the azimuth spectral
folding phenomenon must be taken when designing the
imaging algorithm for a near-space passive SAR, and the
study of such procedures is another research topic, which is
beyond the scope of this work.

Spaceborne/airborne hybrid bistatic SARs and near-
space passive SARs show resemblance in geometric layout
of involved elements, because for the SAR systems it is
common that the altitude and velocity of a satellite are far
greater than those of the corresponding receiver platform.
Therefore, in most cases, the echo duration time in a
monostatic spaceborne SAR is longer than that in a near-
space passive SAR since the swath is much longer in a
monostatic spaceborne SAR, which is essentially similar to
the case for a spaceborne/airborne hybrid bistatic SAR. Thus
the employed PRF for the spaceborne illuminator will not
cause the range ambiguity to a near-space passive SAR. We
refer the readers to [10] for a detailed explanation of a
spaceborne/airborne hybrid bistatic SAR.

In Summary, if the ratio (V 2
r /V

2
t ) · (Rt/Rr) is not greater

than 1, the PRF of the illuminator satisfies

Baz,b,max < PRFt <
1

Tdur,b + τp
, (11)

whereTdur,b is the echo duration time for a near-space passive
SAR. On the other hand, when the ratio (V 2

r /V
2
t ) · (Rt/Rr)

is greater than 1, the azimuth spectral folding phenomenon
should be removed. The study of how to remove the spectral
folding phenomenon is a whole new nontrivial problem,
which will be addressed in our future research.

2.4. Formulation of the Azimuth Scene Extension and the
Footprint Overlapping Time. The azimuth scene extension
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Table 1: Parameters employed in the simulation.

Parameters TerraSAR-X An X-band receiver Envisat A C-band receiver TerraSAR-L A L-band receiver

Altitude (km) 515 20 800 20 645 20

Velocity (km/s) 7.6 0.005 7.45 0.005 7.53 0.005

Incidence angle (◦) 20–45 30–50 15–45 30–55 20–45 40–50

Carrier frequency (GHz) 9.65 9.65 5.331 5.331 1.2575 1.2575

Peak power (kw) 2.26 — 2.3 — 4 —

Loss1 (dB) 2/5 3 2/5 3 2/5 3

Aperture efficiency 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

normalized radar cross section (dB) −20 −20 −20 −20 −30 −30

Pulse width (μs) 45 — 25 — 35 —

Noise figure (dB) 5 5 5 5 5 5

Noise temperature (K) 300 300 300 300 300 300

Bandwidth (MHz) 150 150 16 16 85 85

Beamwidth ELV (◦) 2.3 18.6 2.2 12.7 4.2 21.2

Beamwidth Az2 (◦) 0.33 — 0.29 — 1.1 —

Maximum steering angle (◦) — 30 — 30 — 40

PRF (KHz) 4 4 2 2 2 2

Operational PRF range (KHz) 3–6.5 — 1.6–2.5 — 1.5–3 —
1
The left of the slash sign is the transmit loss for the near-space passive SAR; the right is the total loss for the monostatic spaceborne SAR.

2The azimuth beamwidth of the receiver is calculated by (4).

Table 2: Ratio of azimuth scene extension and footprint overlapping time in wide-beam scanning mode to wide-beam mode.

Ratio X-band simulation C-band simulation L-band simulation

Azimuth scene extension 5.2–10 3.5–8.3 1.2–2.9

footprint overlapping time 3.1–5.5 2.3–4.6 1.1–1.9
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Figure 2: Simulation results of SNR ratio.
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Figure 3: Simulation results of PRF bound with Vr = 5m/s. Curved surface A: the upper bound of the PRF for near-space passive SAR.
Curved surface B: the upper bound of the operational PRF range for the corresponding spaceborne illuminator. Curved surface C: the
lower bound of the operational PRF range for the corresponding spaceborne illuminator. Curved surface D: the lower bound of the PRF for
near-space passive SAR.

Lscene and the footprint overlapping time toverlap are separately
formulated as follows:

Lscene = VrDaz,t + 2VtRr · tan
(
Λmax −

(
θaz,r /2

))

Vt −Vr
,

toverlap = Lscene + Daz,t

Vt
.

(12)

Here θaz,r is the 3-dB beam width of the receiver’s beam at
the start or end of the scan. Daz,t is the azimuth footprint
dimension of the transmitter. The deduction is omitted for
brevity.

In our framework, the azimuth resolution discussed in
[10] is reformulated as

ρaz,b = laz,t

1 + (Rt/Rr) · (Vr/Vt)
. (13)

We then make an estimate of their magnitudes using the
same parameter values as described in Section 2.2. Λmax is
set to 30◦, laz,t is set to 4 m, and λ is set to 0.031 m. The
value of θaz,r can be computed using (4). In this study, Lscene

and toverlap are approximately 34 km and 5 s, respectively. In
contrast, their values are 4 km and 1.1 s under the wide-beam
mode presented in [10]. It is clear that with our assumed
parameter values, the proposed mode greatly improves Lscene

and toverlap over the wide-beam mode [10]. Nevertheless, the

azimuth resolutions for the two modes are the same because
of their identical synthetic aperture time.

3. Simulations

We conduct simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the wide-beam scanning mode. We use the parameters of
TerraSAR-X, Envisat, and TerraSAR-L as those of X-, C-, and
L-band radar satellites, and these parameters are employed
in our simulations. All possible incidence angles, both for
the illuminator and for the receiver, are examined. Table 1
lists the parameters used in the simulations. Additionally, the
velocity of the receiver is set to 1000, 1500, and 2000 m/s
separately in the simulations of PRF bounds for different
receiver speeds.

We use the parameters in Table 1 to compute the SNR
ratio by (7) and show the results in Figure 2. It can be
seen that the lowest ratio is greater than 4 dB. This SNR
in a near-space passive SAR guarantees acceptable image
qualities. We compute the lowest allowable PRF using (10)
with relevant parameters. The greatest acceptable values of
PRF are also computed according to the geometric properties
of the spatial layout of the modes. The results of PRF bounds
are depicted in Figure 3, in which the curved surfaces A and
D are the upper and lower bounds of the PRF for the near-
space passive SAR, respectively, and the curved surfaces B
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(b) X band simulation result with Vr = 1500 m/s
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Figure 4: Simulation results of PRF bound with different receiver speed. Curved surface A: the upper bound of the PRF for near-space
passive SAR. Curved surface B: the upper bound of the operational PRF range for the corresponding spaceborne illuminator. Curved surface
C: the lower bound of the operational PRF range for the corresponding spaceborne illuminator. Curved surface D: the lower bound of the
PRF for near-space passive SAR.

and C are the upper and lower bounds of the operational
PRF ranges for the corresponding spaceborne illuminator,
respectively. It is clear that the operational PRF ranges for
the spaceborne illuminator are between the acceptable upper
and lower bounds for the near-space passive SAR. Note that
the receiver velocity is set to 5m/s, which is a typical speed
of a floater in the near-space. In Section 2, we have observed
that the lower bound of the acceptable PRF may be greater
than the PRF employed by the spaceborne illuminator when
the receiver platform moves rapidly. The third simulation
verifies this observation. Figure 4 illustrates the acceptable
PRF bound when the receiver’s velocity is set to 1000, 1500,
and 2000 m/s separately. We note that the curved surfaces C
and D nearly overlap when the receiver’s velocity is set to
1500 m/s and that the curved surface D is above the surface
C when the velocity reaches 2000 m/s.

Another simulation is performed to compute the ratio of
the azimuth scene extension and the footprint overlapping
time for the wide-beam scanning mode and the wide-beam
mode. The results are listed in Table 2, and it can be seen that
the values of the azimuth scene extension and the footprint
overlapping time are remarkably improved by using the
proposed mode, especially for the X and C bands. The reason
why the improvement in L band is relatively small is that the
beam width of a receiver at this band is relatively wide due to
its relatively long wavelength (see (12)).

4. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a wide-beam scanning mode for near-
space passive SARs. Theoretical analysis and simulations
have shown that the SNR resulting from our method is
greater than that for a monostatic spaceborne SAR. This
promising result provides the possibility for enabling near-
space passive SARs to image with acceptable qualities.
Experimental simulations validate that the azimuth scene
extension and the footprint overlapping time in wide-beam
scanning mode are greater than the values in wide-beam
mode. This improvement from the presented mode does not
degrade the azimuth resolution.

In our future work, we will investigate more complicated
beam expansion algorithms to further increase the SNR.
In other words, we will spread the beam by weighting
amplitudes and phases on each array element. We will also
study the performance of our new algorithms in improving
SNR.
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